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ABSTRACT
Most optical flow estimation techniques have substantial difficulties dealing with flow discontinuities. Methods which simultaneously detect flow boundaries and use the detected boundaries
to aid in flow estimation can produce significantly improved results. Current approaches to implementing these methods still have important limitations, however. We demonstrate three such
problems: errors due to the mixture of image properties across boundaries, an intrinsic ambiguity in boundary location when only short sequences are considered, and difficulties insuring that
the motion of a boundary aids in flow estimation for the surface to which it is attached without
corrupting the flow estimates for the occluded surface on the other side. The first problem can
be fixed by basing flow estimation only on image changes at edges. The second requires an
analysis of longer time intervals. The third can be aided by using a boundary detection mechanism which classify the sides of boundaries as occluding and occluded at the same time as the
boundaries are detected.

1 Introduction
Discontinuities in optical flow are normally viewed as a serious impediment to producing accurate estimates
of the flow. Due to the ambiguous nature of flow within small space-time neighborhoods of an image
sequence, all methods for estimating flow either explicitly or implicitly assume some sort on spatial and/or
temporal continuity. This assumption is often violated at surface boundaries. This paper points out important
shortcomings in one class of methods for estimating possibly discontinuous optical flow and indicates how
improvements can be made.
Two general approaches to dealing with flow discontinuities are found in the literature. The first explicitly allows for a mixed distribution near boundaries. Marr and Poggio (1979) and Barnard and Thompson
(1980) did this by basing their analyses on prominent modes of possible disparities over local neighborhoods.
Using currently popular terminology, the modes acted as a robust estimator for the dominant disparity in
the neighborhood, though neither paper explained this effect. Some years later, Prazdny (1985) made the
idea explicit. Scott’s principal component approach (Scott 1988) and Schunck’s constraint line clustering
(Schunck 1989) utilize the same concept. More recently, Black and Anadan (1990) explicitly used robust estimation in determining optical flow near boundaries. Bergen et al. (1990) used a more specialized approach
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